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The interview with Bob Rempel (Festival Director)

CB. For you ... Who is Bob Rempel?

Bob. Thank you for the opportunity to speak about our Festivals and Concerts and what
we are trying to do to give blues-rock the opportunity to be heard more in Mexico. It's
not really about me the subject of the interview, but since you asked.

Bob is a simple Canadian (my ex-wife liked to say that Lynyrd Skynyrd wrote one of her
songs about me), who came to Ixtapa-Zihuatanejo a little over 5 years ago, after a long
working career and fell in love with the incredible beaches there is everywhere in the
place, the climate of course and a more relaxed pace of life. Now I am close to acquiring
my permanent resident status in Mexico. I've always been someone who thinks that you
should try to make the community you live in a better place to be. The same if you had a
business in the community or communities. Over the years I have found that I am
happiest when I work on something that I love. It never feels like work. So for me, that's
music, especially live performances, or sports like baseball and softball.

CB. What does the blues mean to you? What does rock mean to you?
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Bob. Music has been a part of my life since I was young. To enjoy it. I never tried very
hard to learn to play, an artist once told me that I should have started a rock group back
then if I wanted to get dates and impress girls, instead of doing sports.

But in my 20s, I had a vinyl and CD store and did some DJ work, so music became the
most important part of my life. A little later, I became a fan and chased my favorite
group, Little Feat, to festivals and their annual Winter Band Camp in Jamaica.

At my last job in Winnipeg, Canada, running a social enterprise that created jobs for
people with severe mental health issues, we hosted monthly mini music festivals for our
members and the public. The music spoke to them and made them happy, and we had
many interpreters who were willing to help us with that. That was probably my
inspiration for what we are trying to do now.

Blues and rock are the two forms of music that I have enjoyed the most over the years.
1960s British blues rock from: The Animals, The Stones, John Mayall, Cream and many
more were a big part of my early music collection. Those guys idolized the early blues
greats and you could see it in the music they chose to play, especially on their earlier
recordings. Then I started exploring the people whose songs they were covering. As a
fan, I enjoy being able to appreciate a good riff in a song, lyrics that speak to your heart
and mind, a great rock voice and wonderful harmonies, and a band that is really put
together and gives an energetic performance that pleases the audience.

So, to answer your question, blues and rock is talking about what is best for me, and
knowing the roots of the songs and groups that we love makes it even more
meaningful. I love the quote "when words fail, music speaks." It is the music of my life,
and I know it is the same for many others. So it has become the main theme of our
musical programming… to present the music of our lives.

CB. What do you consider to be your main idols in blues and rock?

Bob. Well I'm just a fan, but some of my �rst loves of music were groups like: Van
Morrison and Them, Little Feat, Cream, Blind Faith, The Animals, Creedence Clearwater
Revival, The Eagles, Young Elvis. I'm a huge rockabilly fan too. From my hometown of
Winnipeg: The Guess Who and Bachman Turner Overdrive.

Continual discovery has led me to Gary Moore, Rory Gallagher, Alvin Lee & Ten Years
After, Thin Lizzy, The Yardbirds, Led Zeppelin, Jeff Beck, everything Paul Rodgers did or
still does. I'm really impressed with Christone "King�sh" Ingram and Kenny Wayne
Shepherd as current blues-rockers. Fundraising events like Live Aid, Farm Aid, or
Concert for Bangladesh, excited and inspired me.

A Van Morrison concert in Winnipeg, where my two teenage daughters agreed to go
with me, stands out as a highlight of the live events. Sometimes the most important
thing is who you are with to share it with. Also, that is a great need. I feel like we
schedule ourselves so that entire families can be brought to our events, and so that they
can appreciate good music together and seek unity in that way.
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Artists who have made a lifetime of delivering incredible live concert experiences… the
Stones keep rocking and rocking on stage, don't they? I must say that I have come to
truly love the energy that live performances give me. I really feel alive as my years
continue to advance. 'Go Live… Feel Alive' is a phrase we use often

CB. Since when and what does the project consist of: “Tequila Rock 'n Blues Explosion”?

Bob. We will celebrate our 4th Festival in 2021, in addition to the Tequila Rock 'n Blues
Concerts for a Cause. We started in January 2018.

In 2020, we schedule 5 nights for the Festival and 6 nights for concert-style music.
Since we started in 2018, we have been able to contribute more than 180,000 pesos,
after holding international events, to the causes we support: Youth and Rescue of Stray
Animals. The potential is so much greater, I almost feel ashamed that I couldn't do
more. But we know we will only get better at fundraising as our Festivals & Events grow
and spread.

Well, to tell you about "Tequila" in the name. First of all, the word was intended to
suggest something that is uniquely Mexican, the country where we were holding the
events. Of course, sometimes we enjoy a sip or two. The blue agave plant… a national
treasure, a concept that I like to joke with with my Mexican friends. I was listening to the
soundtrack of the movie, Baby Driver at the time, Jon Spencer Blues Explosion had a
great song. So we add the word "Explosion"

We have always focused on blues-rock music as the core of what we do. But it is very
�exible in programming. People have different tastes, often a wide range like I've done
my whole life, so if we think it's Fest-worthy, we'll add it. Reggae, Jazz Rock, Country
Rock, Pop. English and Spanish, mainly English, of course, for an international audience.
But we prefer up-tempo music (fast paced), dance music, high energy, with lively
performances. People want to have fun! They are on holiday.

I like to describe what we are trying to do as a social enterprise. The purpose is a great
live music festival. It operates on business principles, but the proceeds after a small
hold for future operating dollars are donated to our Causes. We accept donations at
events and we also give the proceeds to our designated causes for that event or that
year. From 2020 to 2022, perhaps more, we will support funds for the Rescue of Stray
Animals, at events in Ixtapa and Mexico City.

CB. Who else belongs to the team of organizers or sponsors of the events?

Bob. We started as a group of local people, an international �avor like our festival, who
have similar minds. With no government money, no big sponsorships (so far), all
revenue comes from events. I want to give a lot of credit to a local Mexican family in
Ixtapa-Zihua: the Gómez family, Ricardo Sr. & Jr., who own and operate the Villa Paraíso
Hotel and Restaurant and Rock Bar as I like to call it. A great outdoor space for events,
with a large swimming pool.
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They have been with us since day one. They have provided us accommodation and
meals for the artists and then we changed our performance venue here for the third
year and created our “Best Festival” so far, or so the fans said. On their own, they
support many community causes and also the Children with Cancer of Mexico with
their annual trip to the beach. So we are like-minded people. Equally, I must thank Luis
Enrique Torres, from Mexico City, who loves his Zeppelin and hard rock, has several
tribute bands and an original band, is a very talented graphic artist and has done
everything possible to help us put together festivals and events. You must have realized
from the beginning that I am a very loyal person. He is a smart guy. Kindness and
support like that to us, they have their own rewards. Their bands are a big part of almost
everything we do. This year too.

People like: Isidoro Negrete Reynoso, Evelyn Rubio and Fonzeca from Mexico, have also
been very helpful and supportive as soon as we connected with them, and Geoff and
Chris Dahl from Canada, who do a really great tribute show to The Blues Brothers. They
helped us get our Fest.

They began with an act of attracting large crowds. The common thread of all the names
I mention is that they love the causes we support and have big hearts. And everyone
loves the beach, warm weather, and great 'mini-vacations', but who doesn't?

CB. In short, what is the main objective of the festivals?

Bob. Simply helping people, both tourists and locals, enjoy the music of their lives, with
the energy and fun that comes from a live performance. To be close and personal. After
many days and months of saying I love this laid-back beach community, but I really
miss the great live music options I had before, I started asking why my beach
community in Mexico, full of tourists, didn't have somewhere of the year, a Blues Rock
Festival.

So I shared my idea with a few others and then jumped into the pool as I like to call it
and looked to see if others were following me. Often the essence of leadership. Take
actions. See if you can build a critical mass. Then, drawing a bit on my recent
experience in Canada running a growing social enterprise, I asked why we can't make a
bigger contribution to the community, in addition to creating a destination tourism event
and supporting worthy causes that we partner with. That continues to be our mission
today: excellent live music from an international group of great solidarity musicians for
causes and lots of fun when it's cold in different parts.

CB. Bob What are your short, medium and long term projects?

Bob. The longer I am in Mexico, the more I see the need and the opportunity to do more
than we have been trying to accomplish. An important and essential part of Mexico's
economy has just plummeted due to the pandemic and the security measures
implemented by various governments. We want to create destination events for national
and international travelers. Or what I call the second reason to go to the event. You
know… it's hot, we're on the beach and you know what else… there will be a “Festival”
with the kind of fun music that we like.
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We continue close to the beaches to start obviously. Mexico City is also a world-class
city that attracts many tourists. So let's treat Covid as a disruption to where we were
headed. But it made us re-evaluate everything. The future will be much more alive and
virtually alive, with live broadcasts a key part of our future release. Give the whole world
the opportunity to “join” with us locally and experience a little of the Mexican �avor.

Short term. Currently, of course, our fourth year of the 'Tequila Rock' n Blues Explosion
Fest '. Before Easter, we added another tourist attraction for the community: "Guitar
Battle: The Best Rock 'n Blues Guitarist - Genre Doesn't Matter." We will accept video
entries, but with additional credit for coming with us live. There is a requirement for
songs and then an optional song. The judges will advise us and there will also be
feedback from fans and the audience.

The winner of the Regional Competition in Ixtapa will go to the Regional in Cancun, for
the purpose of an International Competition at our New Fest there later in 2021. Now
we also include a Film Festival with Movies or Documentaries about Rock 'n Blues
Music. This year: 1986's 'Crossroads', 'The pursuit of a Robert Johnson lost song in the
deep South USA', a musical �lm about the Beatles, yet to be de�ned. Maybe Yesterday,
and Rocketman, the Elton John biopic. We also run races at our events - in joke and
serious. This year we are introducing 'Beer Mile', a better name than 'Beer Kilometer', we
think, this to raise funds as always. One beer at the starting line and then one every 1/4
mile.

Right now a group of artists whose advice I value, such as Enrique Torres, Ángel
Márquez, Gee López, and Jimena Segovia, as well as my team, are working on a plan for
an event in Mexico City in late November. We will bring some well-known and excellent
artists to the 'Cancun Regional Festival' in order to help launch it successfully, so we will
have them perform in Mexico City before Cancun, or perhaps the opposite.

We will decide soon. Some names that will appeal to an audience of all ages and appeal
to an international audience are de�nitely under consideration for both Mexico City and
the Cancun Region. Plus another battle event… this one for emerging Blues & Rock
bands and performers. The timing will be tight, but the winning band will be able to go to
the Cancun Region festival immediately afterward.

In the medium term. In the next 2-3 years. Who knows for sure, but Puerto Vallarta and
Los Cabos are de�nitely in our sights. Anywhere that national and international tourists
travel, and we can �nd excellent local partners and sponsors who want us to take our
Festival approach to something unique that we believe, and the long list of artists,
Mexico and other places, that we have already identi�ed that they want. touch, near the
beach. And supporting very valuable local causes at the same time.

Long-term. Do what we do well and better every year, so that more and more people
want to participate in the various options of tourist groups that we can offer them,
national and international; to enjoy great music, movies and an active vacation at the
beach or your tourist destination. We will always be looking for talented bands or artists
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who are emerging on the scene and ready for bigger stages, recordings and tours.
Mexican artists who are ready for Canadian and American exposure, maybe.

Help them remove obstacles from their way. A song we call "Realizing Potentials" and in
a few years, we hope to have a fund established to help younger emerging artists and
break down the band barriers in their path.

CB. What will be the program for “Tequila Rock 'n Blues Explosion 4”?

Bob. We are continuing to work on it, but con�rmed schedules will always be available
online. First, a few words about safety. We will be at Villas Paraiso Hotel & Restaurant in
Ixtapa. It is an outdoor place with plenty of space for healthy distance. We will have
complete security protocols to enter the event, as can be seen when entering a large
store now anywhere in Mexico. Also, of course, we will abide by all government rules
and regulations in force at that time.

Last minute note: We inform you about the dates of our 'Tequila Rock' n Blues Festival
'in Ixtapa. There is still a red light in the state of Guerrero, so we are looking at a possible
new date for the event. The great FestStream 2021 online will continue with the same
participants from Mexico and internationals that we have announced. The premiere
date would be April 18 at 6:00 pm. Mexico City time. Our Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/tequilabluesfests/ and our website:
https://tequilabluesrock.com will have all the latest information about our events.

CB. Where can we see the transmission of the Festival in its virtual version?

Bob. First of all, let me tell you about our Virtually Live lineup . As traveling from Mexico
to Ixtapa-Zihua became even more di�cult than we imagined, we realized that we must
adapt to the new conditions.

I credit Phil Daniels from Rhino Bluesband for saying they would like to participate but
couldn't travel at the time the Fest was to be held. So we decided to create the Virtually
Live lineup and allow the artists to be with us through performance videos that they
would submit to our Fest.

This has really taken off. A great way for artists to start working with us. And a way for
artists like rising blues-rock star Clay Melton from Houston to send us a few words
saying, " I really want to support your leading cause of stray animal rescue ." He loves
animals and wants to help in whatever way he can, even from afar. Just an example. I
could name many others who feel the same way.

The Virtually Live lineup will be great, so we will bring your presentations together in a
presentation video. There will be a list available on our Facebook and website. Our plan
is to present live and highlights from Virtually Live LIneup in a full online show after the
Fest. Another way to continue our fundraising.

People can follow our Tequila Rock 'n Blues page @tequilabluesfests on Facebook or
our website at https://tequilabluesrock.com, to see all the details of the upcoming
presentation online. Also people can follow our Facebook page for Tequila Rock 'n Blues
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← The Flight of the Rhinoceros - Rhino Bluesband The Crude of Blues II →

and my personal Facebook, @ bobrempel1. Performances of complete songs can be
seen on our YouTube channel: “Tequila Rock 'n Blues Explosion Events”, it will also have
our live broadcasts. You already have many great performances from previous years
events and you will get a lot of new videos after the next Fest. The link to the YouTube
channel: https://tinyurl.com/1fj9yb0o.

CB. Anything else to add or share with our readers and friends?

Bob. We also have the Blues Appreciation Society MX page on Facebook @bluesrockmx
on FB and the best live music pages for Ixtapa-Zihua @liveixtapazihua, the Cancun
region @livecancunregion, the Puerto Vallarta region and the Los Cabos region. We
invite artist presentations and events to post information and videos on our pages, and
for fans to follow these pages.

We would love for all Cultura Blues readers to come with us to Ixtapa on our scheduled
dates. That they help us to give energy to the artists. Help us with the purchase of
passes and the sale of merchandise so that we can provide greater support to the
rescue work of stray animals in Mexico.

Therefore, we would like to offer an incentive to support the Blues in Mexico and our
Causa. Purchase a Festival pass before March 17, 2021 and receive a 50% refund.
Purchase tickets online at https://tequilabluesrock.com.

All readers have to do is quote the Cultura Blues code, exactly as it is here after your
purchase: Tequila BluesRock_Cultura2021 .
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